Abstract. Generalizing pushdown automata, we introduce the notion of multipass automata and study the classes of languages accepted by such machines. The class of languages accepted by deterministic multipass automata is exactly the Boolean closure of the class of deterministic context-free languages while the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic multipass automata is exactly the class of poly-context-free languages, that is, languages which are the intersection of finitely many context-free languages. We illustrate the use of these machines by studying groups whose word problems are accepted by multipass automata.
Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce a very natural machine model, that of multipass automata. These are essentially like pushdown automata except that they are able to read the input tape several times. It turns out that the class DM of languages accepted by deterministic multipass automata is exactly the Boolean closure of the class of deterministic context-free languages. The class N M of languages accepted by nondeterministic multipass automata is exactly the class PCF of poly-context-free languages, that is, languages which are the intersection of finitely many context-free languages. It follows from [20] that the following strict inclusions hold (1.1) DM N M = PCF BC where BC denotes the Boolean closure of the context-free languages. Wotschke also proved that the classes of context-free languages and deterministic multipass languages are incomparable in the sense that neither one is contained in the other. We also mention that Wotschke [21] introduced a notion of Boolean acceptance and presented a characterization of BC, the Boolean closure of the context-free languages, and of PCF , the class of poly-context-free languages, in terms of Boolean acceptance.
Our basic references about context-free languages are Harrison [10] and Hopcroft and Ullman [12] .
As a motivating example for multipass automata, consider the word problem for the free abelian group of rank two with presentation G = a, b; ab = ba . The associated word problem is the language consisting of all words over the alphabet Σ = {a, a −1 , b, b −1 } which have exponent sum 0 on both a and b. The Pumping Lemma for context-free languages shows that this word problem is not context-free. However, this word problem is accepted by a multipass automaton M working as follows. Given an input word w ∈ Σ * , on the first pass M checks if the exponent sum on a in w is 0 and, on the second pass, M checks if the exponent sum on b in w is 0. Then M accepts w at the end of the second pass if and only if both conditions are met.
After studying deterministic multipass automata we became aware of the paper of Tara Brough [2] which studied the class PG of finitely generated groups whose word problem is a poly-context-free language. We then saw that nondeterministic multipass automata accept exactly the poly-context-free languages. Holt, Rees, Röver and Thomas [11] studied finitely generated groups whose word problem is the complement of a context-free language. We use CG to denote this class, which has several properties in common with the class of poly-context-free groups. But to show that groups are in CG they generally complement nondeterministic context-free languages, so there are groups in CG which are not in PG, for example the standard restricted wreath product Z ≀ Z [2] .
We define MG to be the class of finitely generated groups with deterministic multipass word problem. Brough [2] conjectured that perhaps the class PG coincides with the class D of finitely generated groups with are virtually a direct product of free groups. We show that if G ∈ MG (respectively PG) and S is a subgroup of finite index, and φ is an automorphism of G of finite order with φ(S) = S then the HNN-extension H = G, t; tst −1 = φ(s), s ∈ S is again in MG (respectively PG). We do not believe that all such HNN-extensions are in D but we have not pinned down an explicit example and this seems to be a delicate algebraic question. There is still a good method for showing that languages are not poly-context-free, namely, one can use Parikh's Theorem. We mention that I. Gorun [7] used properties of the Parikh map to prove that a certain bounded matrix language is not poly-context-free. Brough [2] developed a very detailed analysis of semi-linear sets which allows her to prove a hierarchy theorem for poly-context-free languages. For example, while the word problem for the free abelian group of rank k is an intersection of k context-free languages it is not an intersection of k − 1 context-free languages. We show that if one only wants to show that certain word problems are not poly-context-free then there is a very simple method of using Parikh's theorem.
The paper is organized as follows: we first define deterministic and nondeterminIstic multipass automata and study the closure properties of the corresponding classes of languages which they define. After proving the characterizations of the language classes DM and N M = PCF we show that both classes are closed under interleaved products and left quotients by finite sets. We then study group word problems. Whether or not a group is in MG or in PG is independent of the group presentation (Theorem 3.1) and both classes are closed under taking direct products (Corollary 3.2), finite extensions (Theorem 3.5) and finitely generated subgroups (Theorem 3.1). These easy results are to expected for a class of groups with word problems in a reasonable formal language class and were known for PG and CG. We then show that MG and PG are closed under taking the HNN-extensions (Theorem 4.1) mentioned above. For n ≥ 2 we construct a faithful representation of the Baumslag-Solitar group BS(1, n 2 ) into SL(2, Z[
] showing that the later group does not have poly-context-free word problem.
2. Multipass automata and closure properties 2.1. Deterministic multipass automata. We first consider deterministic multipass automata. Let Σ be a finite input alphabet and let k ≥ 1 be a positive integer. A deterministic k-pass automaton is a tuple
where [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k} is the pass-counter and, as usual, Q is a finite set of states and q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state. The machine M starts its first pass at the beginning of the input tape in state q 0 with an empty stack. The finite set Γ ⊇ Σ is the stack alphabet. We introduce the notation Σ ε := Σ ∪ {ε} and Γ ε := Γ ∪ {ε}, where ε ∈ Σ * denotes the empty word.
The end-marker ♯ is a letter not in Σ, and given any input word w ∈ Σ * , the machine M will process w♯, the word w followed by ♯. The distinct halting states H a and H r are not in Q.
We define the transition function δ by cases. When not reading the end-marker the transition function is a map
subject to the restrictions given below. As usual, the interpretation of
where j ∈ [k], q, q ′ ∈ Q, σ ∈ Σ, γ ∈ Γ ε , and ζ ∈ Γ * , is that if the machine is on its j-th pass, in state q, and reading the letter σ on the input tape with γ on top of the stack, then the automaton changes state to q ′ , replaces γ by the word ζ and advances the input tape. Note that γ may be ε and the machine may continue working when the stack is empty. Indeed, our machines start each pass with empty stack.
The interpretation of
is, similarly, that if the machine is running its j-th pass, in state q ∈ Q, and reading a letter γ ∈ Γ on top of the stack, then, independent of the input symbol being read, the automaton changes state to q ′ , and replaces γ by ζ ∈ Γ * . Such transitions are called ε-transitions and, in this case, the reading head does not advance on the tape.
Since we are considering deterministic machines, we require that if there is a transition δ(j, q, ε, γ) then δ(j, q, σ, γ) is empty for all σ ∈ Σ. Thus the machine has no choice between reading a letter and advancing the tape or making an ε transition. Also, for given i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, q ∈ Q and γ on top of the stack, the machine always has either a transition reading the input letter and advancing the tape or an ε-transition. Note also that the machine cannot make an ε-transition when the stack is empty.
When the automaton reads the end-marker ♯ on a nonfinal pass j < k the transition function is a map
The interpretation of δ(j, q, ♯, γ) = q ′ is that on reading the end-marker ♯ on finishing the j-th pass, in state q ∈ Q with γ ∈ Γ ε on top of the stack, the automaton changes state to q ′ to begin the next pass. As part of the definition of the way the machine works, the reading head is automatically reset to the beginning of the input, the stack is emptied, and the pass-counter is advanced to j + 1. Note that although the pass-counter is read by the machine, it functions automatically.
When reading the end-marker on the last pass the transition function is a map
On reading the end-marker on the last pass the machine must either halt in state H a and accept or halt in state H r and reject. Note that it is only on reading the end-marker on the last pass that the machine can go to either H a or H r and acceptance is thus completely determined by the last transition. A deterministic k-pass automaton M accepts a word w ∈ Σ * if and only if when M is started in its initial state with an empty stack and with w♯ written on the input tape, then M halts in the accepting state H a at the end of its k-th pass. We write M ⊢ w if M accepts w and denote by L(M) := {w ∈ Σ * : M ⊢ w} the language accepted by M. A language which is accepted by a deterministic k-pass automaton is called a deterministic k-pass language. A deterministic multipass language is a language accepted by a deterministic k-pass automaton for some k ≥ 1. We denote by DM the class of all deterministic multipass languages.
Nondeterministic multipass automata.
where the notation is as before but the special state H n is a no decision state. When not reading the end-marker the transition function is a map
where P f (Q × Γ * ) denotes the collection of all finite subsets of Q × Γ * . The interpretation of δ(j, q, σ, γ) = {(q 1 , ζ 1 ), (q 2 , ζ 2 ), . . . , (q r , ζ r )} is that if the machine M is on its j-th pass in state q and reads the letter σ on the input tape with the letter γ ∈ Γ ε on top of the stack, then the automaton can choose any of the pairs (q i , ζ i ) and go to q i as its next state, replace γ by the word ζ i in the top of the stack, and advance the input tape.
The interpretation of δ(j, q, ε, γ) = {(q 1 , ζ 1 ), (q 2 , ζ 2 ), . . . , (q r , ζ r )} is, similarly, that if the machine is on its j-th pass in state q and with γ on top of the stack, then, independent of the input symbol being read, the automaton can choose any of the pairs (q i , ζ i ) and go to q i as its next state, replace γ by ζ i , but the reading head does not advance on the tape. There may now be both transitions δ(j, q, σ, γ) and δ(j, q, ε, γ).
If there is no transition from a given configuration the machine halts. We again require that the machine cannot make an ε-transition when the stack is empty. On reading the end-marker on a nonfinal pass j < k the transition function is a map
The interpretation of δ(j, q, ♯, γ) = Q j ⊂ Q is that when the automaton reads the endmarker on a nonfinal pass j < k, in state q with γ on top of the stack, the automaton can change state to any q ′ ∈ Q j to begin the next pass. As before, the reading head is automatically reset to the beginning of the input, the stack is emptied, and the pass-counter is advanced to j + 1.
On reading the end-marker on the final pass, the transition is a map
When the automaton reads the end-marker on the last pass in state q ∈ Q, with γ ∈ Γ ε on the top of the stack, the machine must either halt in state H a and accept or halt in the no-decision state H n . It is only on reading the end-marker on the last pass that the machine can go to either H a or H n .
A nondeterministic k-pass automaton M accepts a word w ∈ Σ * if and only if when M is started in its initial state with an empty stack and with w♯ written on the input tape, some possible computation of M on w♯ halts in the accepting state H a . As in the deterministic case, we then write M ⊢ w if M accepts w, and denote by L(M) := {w ∈ Σ * : M ⊢ w} the language accepted by M.
A language which is accepted by a nondeterministic k-pass automaton is called a nondeterministic k-pass language. A nondeterministic multipass language is a language accepted by a nondeterministic k-pass automaton for some k ≥ 1. We denote by N M the class of all nondeterministic multipass languages. Of course, DM ⊂ N M.
Properties of deterministic and nondeterministic multipass languages.
A basic fact about the class of languages accepted by deterministic pushdown automata is that the class is closed under complementation. The only obstacle to proving this is that at some point the automaton might go into an unbounded sequence of ε-transitions. Call a deterministic pushdown automaton normal if it always reads its entire input. Similarly, we call a multipass automaton normal if it always reads the end-marker on every pass. A basic lemma [12, Lemma 10.3] shows that for any deterministic pushdown automaton there is a normal pushdown automaton accepting the same language. The proof for deterministic multipass automata is essentially the same but even easier since we do not have to worry about final states.
Lemma 2.1. For every deterministic multipass automaton there is a normal multipass automaton accepting the same language.
Proof. Let M = ([k], Q, Σ, Γ, ♯, δ, q 0 , H a , H r ) be a deterministic k-pass automaton. We construct a normal k-pass automaton M ′ by adding a new rejecting state r to Q. If on some pass j ∈ [k] and in some state q ∈ Q with a letter γ on top of the stack, M would start an unbounded sequence of ε-transitions without erasing that occurrence of γ, then M ′ will instead enter the rejecting state r where it remains and then simply reads all input letters for all remaining passes until it reads the end-marker on the last pass and then rejects. Otherwise
. This construction can be made effective but we only need the stated result.
Theorem 2.2. The class DM of deterministic multipass languages is closed under complementation.
Proof. Let L ⊂ Σ * be a deterministic multipass language and let M be a normal deterministic multipass automaton accepting L. The complement ¬L := Σ * \ L of L is accepted by the multipass automaton M ¬ which is the same as M except that it does the opposite of what M does on reading the end-marker on the final pass, that is, it exchanges the accepting and rejecting states. Proof. This result is intuitively clear but we need to check some details. Let L ⊂ Σ * be a deterministic context-free language and let M = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q 0 , F, Z 0 ) be a normal deterministic pushdown automaton accepting L. So M has start symbol Z 0 on the stack, accepts by entering a final state in F on an ε-transition. Then L is accepted by the deterministic 1-pass automaton
defined as follows. On reading the first letter of the input, M ′ adds Z 0 to the stack followed by whatever M would add to the stack, and then, basically, it does whatever M does. However, on a sequence of ε-transitions of M, the 1-pass automaton M ′ remembers if M ever entered a final state in F during the sequence. Then, if M ′ reads ♯ as its next letter it accepts if M did enter a final state or rejects if not. Also, if M emptied its stack without entering a final state on its current input, then M ′ goes to a rejecting state r ∈ Q ′ in which it remains and simply reads the remaining input until it encounters ♯ and then rejects. Thus L = L(M ′ ) is a deterministic 1-pass language. Conversely, let L be a deterministic 1-pass language and let
be a deterministic 1-pass automaton accepting L. We now construct a deterministic pushdown automaton M ′ which accepts L as follows. M ′ will have two copies of the state set of M, one accepting and one rejecting. M ′ starts with a new beginning symbol Z 0 / ∈ Γ which it will never erase and which it treats it the same way as M treats an empty stack. On ε-transitions of M, the pushdown automaton M ′ always goes to a non-accepting copy of the corresponding state. On a transition advancing the tape, if M would accept when reading ♯ as the next letter, M ′ goes to the accepting copy of the state of M ′ and otherwise to the non-accepting copy. Then if M ′ accepts by final states we have L = L(M ′ ) is a deterministic context-free language.
The proof is essentially the same for the nondeterministic case.
Theorem 2.4. Both the classes of deterministic and nondeterministic multipass languages are closed under union and intersection.
Proof. Let L i ⊂ Σ * be accepted by a deterministic k i -pass automaton M i for i = 1, 2. We suppose that M 1 and M 2 have disjoint state sets Q 1 and Q 2 , respectively, and set
We construct a k-pass automaton M accepting the union L 1 ∪ L 2 as follows. M will have state set Q 1 ∪ Q 2 ∪ {a}, where a is a special accepting state. On the first k 1 passes M simulates M 1 . On reading the end-marker ♯ at the end of pass k 1 , if M 1 would accept then M goes to the accepting state a in which it remains while reading the input for the remaining k 2 passes, and then accepts on the k-th pass. If M 1 would reject then M goes to the first initial state of M 2 and then simulates M 2 on the next k 2 passes. On reading the end-marker ♯ at the end of the kth pass, if M 2 would accept then M accepts, otherwise M rejects. This shows that the language accepted by M is L 1 ∪ L 2 .
We can similarly construct a k-pass automaton M accepting the intersection L 1 ∩ L 2 as follows. The argument is essentially the same as before, but now M has state set Q 1 ∪ Q 2 ∪ {r} where r is a rejecting state. At the end of pass k 1 , if M 1 would reject, then M goes to the rejecting state r in which it remains while reading the input for the remaining k 2 passes, and then rejects on the final pass. On the other hand, if M 1 accepts then, for the remaining k 2 passes, M just simulates M 2 and, in particular, does whatever M 2 at the end of the final pass. It is then clear that the language accepted by M is L 1 ∩ L 2 .
We now consider the nondeterministic case. So, let L i ⊂ Σ * be accepted by nondeterministic k i -pass automaton M i for i = 1, 2. We set
Then the k-pass nondeterministic automaton M accepting L 1 ∪ L 2 works as follows. M simulates M 1 on the first k 1 passes and if the computation of M 1 would accept, then, as before, M goes to an accepting state in which it remains while reading the input for the remaining k 2 passes, and then accepts on the k-th pass. If not, then M goes to the first initial state of M 2 and then simulates M 2 on the next k 2 passes.
Similarly, for the intersection, M accepts exactly if computations of M 1 and M 2 both accept.
From the previous results we immediately deduce the following.
Corollary 2.5. The class DM of languages accepted by deterministic multipass automata contains the Boolean closure of the class of deterministic context-free languages. The class N M of languages accepted by nondeterministic multipass automata contains the closure of context-free languages under union and intersection.
We now turn to proving the converse of Corollary 2.5. Theorem 2.6. The class DM of deterministic multipass languages is the Boolean closure of the class of deterministic context-free languages and the class N M of nondeterministic multipass languages is the class PCF of poly-context-free languages.
where q i,0 ∈ Q is the initial state beginning the i-th pass and q i,1 ∈ Q (respectively γ i ∈ Γ ε ) is the control state (respectively the top letter of the stack) on reading the end-marker on the i-th pass in an accepting computation of M on w (so that δ(k, q k,1 , ♯, γ k ) = H a ). Note that if M is deterministic there is of course only one such profile. Let P (M) = {p(w) : w ∈ L(M)} denote the set of all such M-accepting profiles, and note that P (M) is finite since
. . , p t } and suppose that 
Since De Morgan's laws allow us to move negations inside unions and intersections in a Boolean expression, the Boolean closure of the class of deterministic context-free languages is the same as its closure under union and intersection. Since the class of arbitrary contextfree languages is closed under unions, we can distribute unions past intersections and the closure of the class of context-free languages under unions and intersections is the same as its closure under intersections. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Recall [10] that a gsm, a generalized sequential machine,
is a deterministic finite automaton with output. On reading a letter σ ∈ Σ in state q, the machine outputs a word λ(q, σ) ∈ ∆ * . Since S is deterministic it defines a function g : Σ * → ∆ * . For example, a homomorphism φ : Σ * → ∆ * can be defined by a one-state gsm: on reading a letter σ the gsm outputs φ(σ). It is well-known that both deterministic and nondeterministic context-free languages are closed under inverse gsm mappings. (If L is context-free, incorporate S into a pushdown automaton M accepting L, and when S would output u simulate M on reading u.) Since inverse functions commute with Boolean operations we have:
Observation 2.7. The classes DM and PCF are both closed under inverse gsm mappings. 
We call the language
Note that in the definition above there is no hypothesis on how the Σ i overlap. If the alphabets are all disjoint then L is the shuffle product of the L i . On the other hand, if the alphabets are all the same then L is the intersection of the L i . There does not seem to be a standard name if the overlap of the alphabets is arbitrary. Proof. With the notation above, the interleaved product of the languages L i is
The statement then follows from Observation 2.7 and Theorem 2.4.
Recall [10] that if K and L are subsets of Σ * then the left quotient of L by K is the language K −1 L = {w ∈ Σ * : ∃u ∈ K such that uw ∈ L} Proposition 2.10. The classes DM and PCF are closed under left quotients by finite sets.
Proof. Let L ⊆ Σ * be in DM (respectively PCF ) and let K = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } be a finite subset of Σ * . For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n define a two-state generalized sequential machine S i defining a mapping g i as follows. On reading a letter σ in its initial state, S i outputs u i σ and then goes to its second state, in which it will stay. In its second state S i simply outputs σ on reading σ. Note that g i −1 (L) = u i −1 L. The result then follows by taking the union over the elements of K.
Group word problems
Let G = X; R be a finitely generated group presentation. We denote by Σ := X ∪ X −1 the associated group alphabet. Then the Word Problem of G (cf. [Anisimov, CCFS), relative to the given presentation, is the language WP(G : X; R) := {w ∈ Σ * : w = 1 in G} ⊂ Σ * where for w, w ′ ∈ Σ * we write "w = w ′ in G" provided π(w) = π(w ′ ), where π : Σ * → G denotes the canonical monoid epimorphism.
Theorem 3.1. Let G = X; R be a finitely generated group. Then whether or not the associated word problem WP(G : X; R) is in DM (respectively PCF = N M) is independent of the given presentation. Moreover, if the word problem of G is in DM (respectively PCF ), then every finitely generated subgroup of G also has word problem in DM (respectively PCF ).
Proof. Suppose that the word problem WP(G : X; R) is a deterministic (respectively nondeterministic) multipass language. Let H = Y ; S be a finitely generated group and suppose that there is an injective group homomorphism φ : H → G. Let Σ = X ∪ X −1 and Z = Y ∪ Y −1 denote the corresponding group alphabets. For each y ∈ Y let w(y) ∈ Σ * be a word representing the group element φ(y) ∈ G and consider the unique monoid homomorphism ψ : Z * → Σ * satisfying ψ(y) = w(y) and ψ(y −1 ) = w(y) −1 for all y ∈ Y . Let w ∈ Z * . Then w ∈ WP(H : Y ; S) if and only if ψ(w) ∈ WP(G : X; R), that is, WP(H : Y ; S) = ψ −1 (WP(G : X; R)). From Observation 2.7 we then deduce that WP(H : Y ; S) is deterministic (respectively nondeterministic) multipass. This proves the second part of the statement. Taking H isomorphic to G gives the first part of the statement.
We denote by MG the class of all finitely generated groups having a deterministic multipass word problem and by PG the class of all finitely generated groups having a nondeterministic multipass, equivalently poly-context-free, word problem.
Since the word problem of the direct product of two groups given by presentations on disjoint sets of generators is the shuffle product of the word problems of the two groups, from Theorem 2.9 we immediately deduce: Corollary 3.2. The classes MG and PG are closed under finite direct products. That is, if two groups G 1 and G 2 are in MG (respectively PG) then G 1 × G 2 is in MG (respectively PG).
Stallings' example [19] of a finitely generated subgroup of F 2 × F 2 which is not finitely presented is the kernel of the homomorphism
defined by mapping every free generator of each factor of F 2 × F 2 to a fixed generator of the infinite cyclic group Z. Thus MG and PG contain groups which are not finitely presentable. Proof. Let G = X; R be in MG (respectively PG) and let N = {1 = n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n r } be a finite normal subgroup of G. Then the quotient group H = G/N admits the presentation (3.1) H = X; R ∪ N .
Let Σ = X ∪ X −1 denote the group alphabet for both G and H and let W be the word problem of G. If w ∈ Σ * then w = 1 in H if and only if w ∈ N in G. Let K be the finite set of inverses of elements of N. Then w ∈ N if and only if w ∈ K −1 W and the result follows from Proposition 2.10.
It is known that both the class of finitely generated groups with context-free co-word problem [11] and the class of groups with poly-context-free word problem [2] are closed under finite extensions. Proof. Let G = X; R be a finitely generated group with a subgroup H = Y ; S of finite index which is in MG (respectively PG). Note that H must be finitely generated. Let {1 = c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c k } be a set of representatives of the left cosets of H in G. For each coset representative c i and each x ∈ X ±1 there exist a unique representative c j , j = j(i, x), and a word u i,x in the generators Y of H such that c i x = c j u i,x . Let M be a deterministic (respectively nondeterministic) multipass automaton accepting the word problem WP(H : Y ; S) of H.
Define a multipass automaton M accepting the word problem WP(G : X; R) of G as follows. The state set of M will keep track of the coset representative of the word read so far. If the coset is c i and M reads a letter x ∈ X ±1 , then M changes the current coset to c j , j = j(i, x), and simulates M on reading u i,x . At the end of its final pass, M accepts exactly if the current coset is c 1 and M would accept.
We can immediately use the above theorem to prove the following: Theorem 3.6. Let G 1 and G 2 be two finitely generated groups in MG (respectively PG). Suppose that G 2 acts on G 1 by a finite group of automorphisms. Then the corresponding semi-direct product G 1 ⋊ G 2 is also in MG (respectively PG).
Proof. Since G 2 acts on G 1 by a finite group of automorphisms, the subgroup H ⊂ G 2 which fixes all the elements of G 1 has finite index in G 2 and therefore is in MG (respectively PG) by Theorem 3.1. As a consequence, the subgroup G 1 ⋊ H is just G 1 × H and has finite index in G 1 ⋊ G 2 and the statement follows from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.5.
If G = X; R is a finitely generated group and φ is an automorphism of G then the mapping torus of φ is the HNN-extension
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a group in MG (respectively PG) and suppose that φ is an automorphism of G of finite order. Then the mapping torus of φ is also in MG (respectively PG).
HNN-extensions and doubles
We have seen that the classes MG and PG are closed under taking mapping tori of automorphisms of finite order. In this section we prove a much more general result.
Theorem 4.1. Let G = X; R in MG (respectively PG) and S a subgroup of G of finite index. Suppose also that ϕ : G → G is an automorphism of finite order such that ϕ(S) = S. Then the HNN-extension
is again in MG (respectively PG).
Proof. First recall that a subgroup S of finite index contains a characteristic subgroup C of finite index. Let G/C =:
. . , k r } be the corresponding finite quotient group and let ψ : G → K be the associated epimorphism. Since C is characteristic, ϕ induces an automorphism ϕ : K → K. Finally, let J := ψ(S) ⊂ K denote the image of S in K. By Britton's Lemma, if a word w = 1 in H, then all occurrences of the stable letter t must cancel by successive t-reductions. Now for u ∈ G we have t ǫ ut −ǫ = ϕ ǫ (u) (where ǫ = ±1) if and only if u ∈ S, or equivalently, if and only if ψ(u) ∈ J.
Let Σ(X) := X ∪ X −1 be the group alphabet for the base group G and let M be a multipass automaton accepting WP(G : X; R) ⊂ Σ(X) * , say with stack alphabet ∆. We now describe a new multipass automaton M with input alphabet Σ := Σ(X)∪{t, t −1 } and stack alphabet ∆ ∪ ({t, t −1 } × K), which will accept the word problem of H. An input word has the form w = ut ǫ 1 u 1 t ǫ 2 · · · u n−1 t ǫn u n , where u, u i ∈ Σ(X) * and ǫ i = ±1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The first pass of M is to decide whether or not all the t's cancel. Let p ≥ 1 denote the order of the automorphism ϕ. As M proceeds from left to right, it will count the algebraic sums m i := ǫ 1 + ǫ 2 + · · · + ǫ i mod p for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
To begin, M ignores u, that is, any letters from the base group until the first t ǫ 1 , and then adds (t ǫ 1 , 1 K ) to the stack and counts ǫ 1 mod p. Next, M keeps track of the element
from the stack which then remains empty. In either case, M now counts
Suppose that the machine has just finished processing the i-th t-symbol, so that the count is m i = (ǫ 1 + ǫ 2 + · · · + ǫ i ) mod p, and the stack is either empty or the top symbol on the stack is (t ǫ , k). If the stack is empty, then as before, M reads the base letters until the next t η -symbol is encountered and then puts (t η , 1 K ) on the stack. If there is (t ǫ , k) on top of the stack, the machine keeps track of the the image k
of the product u of generators in the base from that point until the next occurrence, say t η , of a t-symbol. If η = −ǫ and kk ′ ∈ J, then M does the following. It removes (t ǫ , k) on top of the stack and, if the stack is empty then M continues processing the input; if there is now a (t β , k ′′ ) on the top of the stack, then M replaces that symbol by (t β , k ′′ kk ′ ). On the other hand, if η = ǫ or kk ′ / ∈ J then M erases (t ǫ , k) on top of the stack and replaces it by (t ǫ , kk ′ )(t η , 1 K ). On reading the end-marker, all the t's have canceled if and only if the stack is empty. If the stack is nonempty M goes to a rejecting state that will reject on reading the end-marker on the final pass. If the stack is empty, since t ǫ st −ǫ = ϕ ǫ (s) in G for all s ∈ S and ǫ = ±1, then after cancelling all t-symbols, we have w = uϕ
Definition 4.2. Let G (respectively G) be a group and let S ⊂ G be a subgroup. Let also ϕ : G → G be an automorphism of finite order such that ϕ(S) = S. Suppose there exists an isomorphism g → g of G onto G and denote by S ⊂ G the image of the subgroup S. Consider the free product with amalgamation
If ϕ is the identity of G, then D is called a double of G over the subgroup S. In general, if ϕ is not the identity, then D is called a double of G over the subgroup S twisted by the automorphism ϕ.
Note that for a double we require that the amalgamation is induced by the global isomorphism between G and G. Theorem 4.3. Let G be a group in MG (respectively PG) and suppose that S is a subgroup of finite index in G. Let also ϕ : G → G be an automorphism of finite order such that ϕ(S) = S. Then D := G * G; ϕ(s) = s, s ∈ S is again in MG (respectively PG).
Proof. Note that D embeds in the HNN-extension
via the map defined by g → g and g → tg −1 t −1 for all g ∈ G and g ∈ G. This is a general fact that does not require any particular hypothesis on G or S. But if G is in MG (respectively PG) and S is a subgroup of finite index, then H is in MG (respectively PG) by Theorem 4.1. Since D is isomorphic to a finitely generated subgroup of H, we deduce from Theorem 3.1 that D is also in MG (respectively PG).
We believe that not all the groups covered in this section are virtually direct products of free groups but this seems to be a delicate algebraic question.
Parikh's theorem
We start by recalling some known preliminary facts. Let Σ = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r }. Then Σ * is the free monoid of rank r. The free commutative monoid of rank r is N r with vector addition. The natural abelianization map π : Σ * → N r is defined by π(a i ) = e i , where the vector e i ∈ N r has 1 in the i-th coordinate and 0 elsewhere, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Note that if w ∈ Σ * then the i-th coordinate of π(w) equals the number of occurrences of the letter a i in w. In formal language theory the abelianization map is called the Parikh mapping because of a remarkable theorem of Parikh [16, 17, 10] which we now review. Thus abelianizations cannot distinguish between regular languages and context-free languages! It is this property that one can use to show that certain groups are not in PG. A clear proof of Parikh's theorem is found in [17] .
It is easy to show that any semi-linear subset of N r is the image of a regular language under the abelianization map π. Looking back to (5.1), it is clear that π(V ) = S. Since the class of regular languages is closed under union, any semi-linear set is the image of a regular language under π.
It is well-known [10] that a Boolean combination of semi-linear sets is again semi-linear. Indeed, the semi-linear sets are exactly the sets definable in Presburger arithmetic [6] .
Let L = q j=1 L j be a poly-context-free language. Now suppose that the restriction to q j=1 L j of the Parikh map π is injective. Then
and thus π(L) is semi-linear. This gives a general strategy for showing that some word problems cannot be poly-context-free. We use our techinques to reprove the following result of Brough [2] . Proof. To fix ideas let us suppose n ≥ 2. Let Σ = {b, b −1 , t, t −1 } be the associated group alphabet and let W ⊂ Σ * denote the corresponding word problem. From the defining relator
We write t + (respectively t − ) to denote the set of all words of the form t s (respectively t −s ), where s ∈ N, and similarly for b − . We then consider the regular language
and observe that V contains all words in (5.2). Suppose that the word problem W for BS(m, n) were poly-context-free, say W =
and observe that since in W the number of occurrences of t is the same as tht of t −1 , we have
Consider now the Parikh map π : Σ * → N 4 and observe that π| V is injective. Since W ′ is poly-context-free, it follows that π(W ′ ) ⊂ N 4 would then be semi-linear and there would be a regular language U ⊂ Σ * such that π(U) = π(W ′ ). Let C be the Pumping Lemma constant for U, choose a word w ∈ W with s > C. Then w = zy where C ≥ |z| > 0 and π(z i y) ∈ π(W ′ ) for all i > 0. This implies that z contains the same number of occurrences of t and t −1 . In pumping up, the number of occurrences of all letters grows linearly but to remain in W ′ the number of occurrences of b −1 would have to grow faster. So W ′ cannot be poly-context-free. If n < 0 just replace V by the regular language t + b m t − b + ⊂ Σ * . This shows that the Baumslag-Solitar groups BS(m, n), 1 ≤ m < |n|, are not poly-context-free.
Embeddings of the Baumslag-Solitar groups can be used to show that many groups are not in PG.
There is a faithful representation of the Baumslag-Solitar group BS(1, n), n ≥ 2, into GL(2, Z[
]) which has been studied in connection with diffeomorphisms of the circle [3, 8] . For each n ≥ 2 we construct a faithful representation of the group BS(1, n 2 ) into SL(2, Z[ It is easy to verify that the proposed mapping into SL(2, Z[
]) preserves the defining relation by multiplying out the matrices for the product tbt −1 . So the representation (5.3) is well-defined.
Proof. Let w ∈ BS(1, n 2 ) be an arbitrary reduced word. First note that from (5.3) one immediately deduces that
for all m, ℓ ∈ Z, so no nonzero power of b or of t goes to the identity. Thus, we can suppose that w is not equal to a power of b or t. Up to replacing w with w −1 if necessary, we may suppose that w has nonpositive exponent sum on t. Since the defining relation for BS(1, n 2 ) can be written tb = b n 2 t, we can move all occurrences of t +1 in w to the right, yielding a word of the form w 1 t α , where w 1 does not contain any positive powers of t and α ≥ 0. Thus w is conjugate to w ′ := t α w 1 . Moving t α to the right, all positive occurrences of t will cancel in w ′ , since w has nonpositive exponent sum on t. Since w is not a power of b, we have that w or w −1 is conjugate to a word of the form b
where m i ∈ Z and ℓ i > 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , r. The image of such an element is a matrix of the form 1 n ℓ * 0 n ℓ where ℓ = ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 + · · · + ℓ r > 0, and therefore is not the identity matrix. This shows that (5.3) is faithful.
Recall that the modular group SL(2, Z) contains a free subgroup of finite index (indeed of index 12). It follows that SL(2, Z) is deterministic context-free and therefore is in MG.
Now Serre [18] shows that the groups SL(2, Z[
]), p a prime, are free products of two copies of SL(2, Z) amalgamating subgroups of finite index. However, the amalgamation is not induced by an isomorphism between the two copies and so these groups are not doubles. Since a double of SL(2, Z) over a subgroup of finite index is in MG (cf. Theorem 4.3), the groups SL(2, Z[
]) are on the borderline of not being in MG. Along with Brough and Holt, Rees, Röver and Thomas we believe that the following conjecture is true, but it cannot be settled by a Parikh type argument.
Conjecture 5.5. The free product Z 2 * Z is not in PG.
Some decision problems
Many classical decision problems are already undecidable for direct products of free groups. Mikhailova's theorem [13] shows that F 2 × F 2 has specific finitely generated subgroups with unsolvable membership problem. C.F. Miller III [14] showed that F 3 × F 3 contains subgroups with unsolvable conjugacy problem. Miller [14] also showed that if n ≥ 5 then the generating problem for F n × F n is undecidable. Thus the conjugacy, membership and generating problems are generally unsolvable for groups in D.
The order problem for a finitely generated group is the problem of deciding whether or not arbitrary elements have infinite order. Holt, Rees, Röver and Thomas [11] prove the very interesting result that groups with context-free co-word problem have solvable order problem. We use the main ideas of their proof to establish the same result for groups in MG.
Theorem 6.1. A group in MG has solvable order problem.
Proof. Let G = X; R ∈ MG and denote by Σ = X ∪ X −1 the associated group alphabet. Since the class of deterministic multipass languages is closed under complementation (cf. Theorem 2.2), the complement C := Σ * \ WP(G : X; R) of the word problem of G is also deterministic multipass. By virtue of Theorem 2.6 we can find context-free languages L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n ⊂ Σ * such that C = ′ n are bounded contextfree languages. Although equality is generally undecidable for context-free languages, results of Ginsburg [5] show that there is an algorithm which, given a bounded context-free language and another context-free language, decides if they are equal. So we can decide if w + = L ′ i for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n and thus whether or not w represents a group element of infinite order.
Note that taking the complement of the word problem is essential for the above proof. It is well known that the membership problem for deterministic context-free languages is decidable in linear time [10, Section 5.6] . We have shown that any deterministic multipass language is a Boolean combination of deterministic context-free languages. As a consequence we have the following: Theorem 6.2. The membership problem for a deterministic multipass language is solvable in linear time.
The Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm [10, 12] shows that the membership problem for an arbitrary context-free language is decidable in time O(n 3 ). Since we need only check subsequent terms in an intersection of context-free languages, it follows that the membership problem for any poly-context-free language is decidable in time O(n 3 ). In formal language theory it is well-known that deciding whether or not the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages is empty is undecidable. That is, there does not exist an algorithm which, when given two deterministic push-down automata M 1 and M 2 over the same input alphabet, decides whether or not L(M 1 ) ∩ L(M 2 ) = ∅. The standard construction shows that one can represent valid computations of Turing machines as the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages [12] . Since the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages is a deterministic multipass language, we have: Proposition 6.3. The emptiness problem for deterministic multipass languages is undecidable. That is, there does not exist an algorithm which, when given a deterministic multipass automaton M decides whether or not L(M) = ∅.
